TREND SETTING TECHNOLOGY:

- Bronze slip rings
- Over 2,000 units running across USA
- Plug and play in GE-Hitachi generators
- Significantly improved brush life
- Improved heat dissipation
- Higher conductivity on terminals
- Heavy-duty lugs to secure rotor cables
- Heavy duty rods
- Built to withstand boosted operating conditions in all wind regimes

FOR GE 1.5MW / 1.6MW / 1.7MW / 1.85MW PLATFORMS
MAIN FEATURES

- Structure and components improved for minimal resistivity
- Temperature drop of 30-40% observed on slip ring, holders and brushes
- Reduced brush wear rates by 30-40%, based on field trials
- Protect NDE Bearings from temperature faults
- Protect WETA cards with robust grounding
- Recommended to use with Mersen's latest offering on phase and ground for Hitachi: HCH-30X phase brush and HCH-4X1 ground brush

Contacts for lead times and pricing:
Mersen Canada: Antonio Lombardi antonio.lombardi@mersen.com
Mersen USA: Pedro Melchor pedro.melchor@mersen.com